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THE CONVERSION CONTROVERSY IN THE
LAST 100 YEARS  A PERSPECTIVE
Strange as it may seem, the year 1903 marked a peculiar
watershed in the annals of the Parsee community in
India. As shown in the earlier issues of The Parsee
Voice, that was the year when the seeds of the Juddin
marriage controversy were sown. But it was also the year
when a prominent student of the school of philosophy in
India, Ervad Tehmurasp D. Anklesaria, one of the ace
pupils of the late Mr. K.R. Cama, came out with a book
in Gujarati with references from different Avesta and
Pazend texts, to show that the Zoroastrian religion
favours conversion.
Again, in the same year, the Bombay Parsi Punchayat
received a requisition signed by 2300 Parsees, led by
Mr. Jehangir B. Petit and Mr. J.B. Wadia, stating that
an influential committee of Parsees of education, wealth
and status be formed to give guidance on: (5 points were
mentioned, of which the first one was :) "whether looking
to the present religious and social condition of the Parsis,
it is advisable and proper to admit non-Parsis into the
Zoroastrian fold."
In their meeting of 24-7-1903, the Trustees decided that
the Anjuman should appoint such a Committee. Hence
an Anjuman meeting was called at Albless Baug on
2-8-1903. At the meeting, the President, Sir Jamshetjee
Jeejeebhoy advised the Anjuman to deliberate on the
question with patience.
The Anjuman appointed a committee of nearly 150
persons, which, in turn, appointed a sub-committee of
35, who, again, in their turn, appointed a smaller subcommittee of 11 scholars. This committee submitted its
report in February 1904. It recommended that there was
no prohibition against proselytisation. This subcommittee, of course, had, for its study and ready
reference, the newly published Gujarati book of
Ervad Tehmurasp Anklesaria.

Before we proceed, a legitimate question that arises is,
why were a handful of Parsees, a hundred years ago,
and some years later, keen on converting total outsiders
to the Zoroastrian religion? The ostensible reason will
surprise most of our readers – it is the same as today –
to increase the Parsee population! Can you beat that?
Remember, there was no Pakistan or emigration to
N. America or Europe, then!
For the record, it should be mentioned that after the subcommittee's report another scholar from K.R. Cama's
philology school, Mr. Khodabux E. Punegar, came out
with a rejoinder to both Tehmurasp Anklesaria and to
that 11-member sub-committee. He demolished all or
most of the points raised by both of them. He
demonstrated effectively that, both internal and external
evidence showed that, when the Mazdayasni Zarthoshti
religion was established, there was no other organised
or established religion on earth, as we know it
today. So, the issue of Prophet Zoroaster "converting"
anyone, from one religion to another, just did not arise!
Justice Dinsha Davar & Dr. Dhalla
Yet, the canker of conversion kept raising its ugly head
from time to time. In 1917, that "Jacksonian Dastur" of
Karachi, Dr. Manekji N. Dhalla (so-called, because before
he went to study under Prof. William Jackson in the
U.S.A., Dr. Dhalla was a strict disciplinarian, in the
traditional Zoroastrian mould), wrote his muchpublicised book, "Zoroastrian Theology", wherein he tried
to show that the Zoroastrian religion was in favour of
conversion! The orthodox Zoroastrians were very
perturbed, and there was one great man among them,
who feared that the arguments put forward by Dr. Dhalla
may be proferred by vested interests in a future litigation.
That noble soul was none other than Justice
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Dinsha D. Davar, who had delivered the famous
judgment, based on the evidence led before him in
1908, and who, in 1917, was himself a trustee
of the Bombay Parsi Punchayet. He prevented
his colleagues from giving any patronage to
Dr. Dhalla's book and also prevented them from
buying a single copy.
But he didn't stop at that. He wanted a reliable
Zoroastrian scholar to rebut every single argument of
Dr. Dhalla. That scholar, also of the K.R. Cama School,
but a keen disciple of the founder of the Ilm-e-Khshnoom
esoteric school, Ustad Behramshah N. Shroff, whom
Nature had sent out in public life in 1905, was Ervad
Phiroze S. Masani.
Ervad Masani, who was a staunch orthodox
Zoroastrian, was given moral and financial support
by Justice Dinsha Davar to examine and refute
in an objective manner, all the statements of
Dr. Dhalla. Phiroze Masani did this in an admirable
way, in his magnum opus, "Zoroastrianism, Ancient &
Modern".
New Breed of Pseudo-Zoroastrians
Thereafter, from time to time, in the 20th century, the
hydra-headed monster of conversion grew new heads as
the old ones were knocked down. But the new heads had
new features: while the fuddy-duddies went on citing the
same sickening Gathic/Avestic stanzas/paras, etc. to show
that the religion advocates conversion – so-called
evidences which had been convincingly exploded by
eminent savants – in parts of USA and Europe, nonZoroastrians masquerading as Zoroastrians began a
proselytising campaign by raising a new breed of pseudoZoroastrians, just by asking them to put on some
vestments called a Sudra, with something like a Kusti
tied on it!
Barring those who have an ulterior motive, why can't
the others realise the following simple facts?
(1) Nature functions and operates according to the Divine
Law of Asha, which means that there is perfect Order in
the entire Universe. It is only Angra Mainyu and his
deputy, Ahriman, who keep throwing a spanner in the
works of Nature.
(2) No religion, which enunciates the Laws and Truths
of Nature can deviate from this Divine Law and Order.

(4) There is no accident or chance in Nature, which alone
decides the religion in which a person is born.
(5) Imagine, for a while, that in the Cosmos, there are
innumerable solar systems with their suns, planets, stars,
etc. They all move, rotate, revolve on the path prescribed
by Nature. Any deviation, and there'll be cataclysmic
clashes and explosions, transforming the whole Cosmos
back to Chaos! This never happens!
(6) To understand this better, visualise the major religions
of the world, with their founders – Prophets, Avatars,
etc., – specially sent by Ahura Mazda for different people
of the world, as, planets moving in their specific, Godgiven orbits. None of them veers away from its fixed
course. The following diagram will illustrate our point.
Say, there are five major religions which have to keep on
their own course :
These are five concentric circles,
A
B
that is, each circle is parallel to
C
D
the other. Each circle indicates
E
Y<
X one religion. None of them
meets the other anywhere. Yet,
they all have a common radius
(X to Y). Each of them
ultimately leads its followers to the final goal – Y. `Y' is
God or Mazda.
(7) You will at once realise how throughout the ages, men
have distorted and mutilated the pristine pure religions,
given by the Messengers of God, by injecting the
Ahrimanic element of Conversion! All five religions have
their own specific paths chalked out for them. Vested
interests who have whopping axes to grind, create violent
disorders by trying to pull out one religion from its fixed
orbit, and desperately trying to mix it with the other!
These artificially laboured attempts, create violent
conflicts, disturbances and even wars on our planet!
(8) So many examples from our own co-religionists, who
move heaven and earth to show from our fragmentary
scriptures, can be given to show, how they end up pleasing
the devil himself.
The most recent example that has been published in a
Parsee monthly is that of the great Sassanian King
Shapur II, who is said to have used force to convert the
Christians of Armenia, led by one Vartan, who later, was
made a "saint"! The true story of Shapur and Vartan will
be given in our next issue.

(3) Conversion from one established religion to
another is a Satanic act.

(To be continued)
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Ervad Phiroze Shapurji Masani On
An Important Facet of ‘Conversion’ (1917)
"A religion always has its life, so long as it is put into
practice in everyday life by each individual member
thereof. Zoroastrianism seems to die out and is dying
out at the present day, not because there are only one
hundred thousand souls belonging thereto, but
because most of these have imbibed very nasty
materialistic views from outside, by which their life
is guided, and are abandoning day by day all the
precepts of Ashoi, or Perfect Rectitude worthy of
observance in everyday life...
"The vitality of Zoroastrianism can never be
expected in the nature of things to be upheld
by an addition of some Hindus or
Mohammedans or Christians into the
community and by making an external stamp on
their designation as `Zoroastrians'.

virtue in every present member of the Zoroastrian fold,
who should be quite willing and ready to observe all
the tenets of Purity as taught in that great religion.
It is thus by adding to the quality and not to the bulk
of the community... First teach your own religion to
the members of your own commuunity, 99% of whom
are quite ignorant of the tenets of their sacred
religion."
"Nature requires truth or intrinsic value of everything,
and not mere show of things. Alien people who are
nominally styled Zoroastrians by the
20th century innovators of proselytism would
not give life to Zoroastrianism, but on the
contrary take away the life therefrom."
[This was written 87 years ago! We are saying the
same thing today! – Ed.]

"The vitality of Zoroastrianism can only be upheld by
making faith a living force, and sincerity the basic

Conspicuous Consumption
At Parsee Weddings & Navjotes
"What will you have, sir? Patra Fish, or sahs fish?
Chicken Curry Rice or Mutton Pulav Dal? Sali Boti
or Sali Murghi? No, this is not a liveried waiter taking
orders at an expensive joint. It is the liveried waiter,
no doubt, but at a Parsee function in Mumbai!
The "feel good" bug had bitten some wealthy Parsees
long before the BJP thought of the expression! But
the aristocratic Parsees of yore always thought of their
unfortunate brethren first! Not so, any more! Today,
selfishness rules the roost! A vulgar flaunting of
wealth at Parsee functions, like Weddings and
Navjotes! "Anything you can do, I can do better," seems
to be the theme song of the young nouveau rich.
What a colossal, criminal waste of food, flowers and
foreign booze! Keeping up with the Tehmulji's is the
order of the day. Such garish display of moolah would

put to shame an Ambani or a Singhania, particularly
when just down the road, a couple of our own
community members are seen begging for alms!!
"So, what do you want us to do?", one of these moneybags may ask. "If we have the wherewithal, what's
wrong in spending our own income?"
Our answer to that is simple: The wealth that you
have is God-given. Use it wisely. Never forget the
Zoroastrian principle of charity first and last: plain
living and high thinking. Don't forget that the
Jeejeebhoys, Petits, Readymoneys and Wadias, first
gave all they can. Extravagance and ostentation were
never their hallmark! Righteous Charity alone will
please the Almighty.
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S>epf° O°f_p¨ Np°Y$pAp°S>$...
[p°X$ap°X$ A_° cp¨Nap°X$_u d_p°h©r—
]$u__u k¨ı\p_p¨ V≤$ıV$uAp°, S>°Ap°_° `p°[p_u S>hpb]$pfu A_°
≈°Md]$pfu_¨y rbgLy$g cp_S> _\u, S>°Ap° Ap[i `p]$ipl iy¨ A_°
L$p°Z, eTÌ_ Npl [° iy¨, bfi_ydNpl [° iy¨, A°_p° Mpbp°-øepgS>
_\u, [°hpAp° hjp£\u V≤$ıV$u [fuL°$ Aphu `pL$ k¨ı\pAp° D`f `p°[p_p°
AÕ$p° S>dphu b°W$p R>°. ApS>° ƒepf° Ap`Zu AdyÎe ^prdÆL$
rdÎL$[p°_u A°a.A°k.ApC. dp¨ kfL$pf° R>|V$R>pV$ d|L$u R>°, –epf° Ap
V≤$ıV$uAp°_u _S>f, hNf dl°_[° A_° Îep_[u fu[° `•kp b_php
`fS> R>°! rbÎX$fp° `Z Aphp V≤$ıV$uAp° kp\° dmu S>C, ld]$u_p°_°
ApÛhpk_ Ap`° R>° L°$ Adp° Ap ApSy>bpSy>_p¨ dL$p_p° [p°X$u `pX$u,
_hu blzdS>gu Cdpf[p° Ecu L$fuiy¨, A_° ApV$gu AdyL$ ^fMd
fL$d, ArNepfu ep Ap[ibl°fpd_p¨ a¨X$dp¨ Ap`uiy¨!

(Nep A¨L$\u Qpgy)
dy¨bC_uS> hp[ L$fuA° [p° ƒep¨ Sy>Ap° –ep¨ cpN¨ap°X$_u hgZS>
_S>f° `X°$! Adpfp° Cipfp° `pfku L$p°d_u Ar[ qL≠$d[u ^prdÆL$
Aıºepd[p° [fa R>°.
L°$V$gpL$ hjp£\u Adp° ≈°[p ApÏep R>uA° L°$ dy¨bC_u ArNepfuAp°
A_° Qpf Ap[ibl°fpdp°_p¨ dy[hÎguAp°_p¨ L$pd L$fhp_p¨ L$p°C
Y¨$NY$X$pS> _\u! d|m hp[ [p° A° R>° L°$ S>° Ap[i `p]$iplAp° `pfku
L$p°d_u `pıbp_u A_° fnp L$f[p lp°hp ≈°CA°, [°Ap°_°S> Ap`Z°
`p¨Nmp b_pÏe° R>uA°! S>° `phdl°g_u [g°kdp° _° kpQhhp_u
afS> Ap`Zp¨ hX$hpAp° Ap`Z_° kp°`u Nep R>°, [°S> [g°kdp°_u
D`f Qpgy ‚lpfp° L$fu, [°_u [fa b°]$fL$pf flu, b°A]$bu L$fu,
[°Ap°_° _bmu A_° kph Y$ugu b_phu ]$u^u R>°!!

Aphp V≤$ıV$uAp°, `pfku rbÎX$fp° A_° [° `pL$ dL$p__p¨ dp°b°]$ kpl°bp°
_° øepgS> _\u L°$ [°Ap° Ly$]$f[dp¨ `p°[p_° dp\° L°$V$gu dp°V$u
Shpb]$pfu Ïlp°fu g° R>°! Ap[i `p]$ipAp° D`f Aphp ce¨L$f
A–epQpfp° L$fhp (L$pfZ L°$ [°d_p¨ L$ip°, Mp°f°l A_° [g°kdp°, [°dS>
[°Ap°_u `rh[∞pC, sanctity, k¨`|ZÆ fu[° Mp°fhpC ≈e R>°)
A° A^ddp¨ A^d `p` R>°, S>°_°\u L$p°d_u D`f S>bfS>ı[ byfp
‚–ep^p[p° Aphu iL°$ R>°! `•kp_p¨ gp°cdp¨ QL$Q|f Aphp V≤$ıV$uAp°,
rbÎX$fp° rh. _° My]$p k]$bys›^ Ap`°!

Ap_° dpV° $ _ u k¨ ` | Z Æ S>hpb]$ p fu, Ap`Zu ^prdÆ L $
k¨ı\pAp°_p¨ hjp£\u \C b°W°$gp V≤$ıV$uAp°, A_° –epf `R>u,
dp°V°$ cpN_p¨ dp°b°]$p°_uS> R>°!
[dp° ApS>° L$p°C `Z `pfku k¨ı\p_p¨ V≤$ıV$uAp°_y¨ dp_k ≈°ip° [p°
dpgd `X$i° L°$ [°Ap° A°dS> kdS>° R>° L°$ Ap k¨ı\p_p¨ Adp° dprgL$
R>uA°, A°V$g° Ad_° L$p°C L¨$C ‚Ò `|R>u iL°$S> _tl. dp°V$u k¨øep_u

Ap¨[f L$p°due gîp°
dpfu kdS> dy S >b, "S>f dp]$ _ op_eodpmp 'Intercommunal Marriage' 'dp¨ S>° L¨$C hM[p°hM[ `ufku
f¸p° Ry>¨, [°dp¨ Ap rhje `fS> AmN `yrı[L$p ‚NV$ \C l[uS>, [°
l[u, "A¨[fL$p°due gîp° . C.k. 2001dp¨ ‚NV$ \C l[u. [p° Ap`Óu
A°dp¨\u S>°V$gu bpb[p°_u S>Í$f gpN° [°V$gu, "`pfku hpCk'dp¨
hpf¨hpf ‚NV$ L$f[p fl°ip° [p° d_° `fd k¨[p°jS> \i°.''

_hkpfu_p ≈Zu[p ^dÆ AÊepku, kphL$ il°fepf∆ dp]$_
gMu S>Zph° R>° L°$: ""Ap`Zp¨ 'The Parsee Voice' Vol.
I.13 (1-15 Feb. 2004) _p° A¨L$ d˛ep° A_° dp[∞ D`gL$
_S>f° b^y¨ ≈°C S>[p¨, d_° q]$ÎNufu-Myipgu bfl° gpNu.
q]$ÎNufu L°$d gpNu, [° dpV°$ gp¨by ]$pı[p_ L$fhp_u S>Í$fS> _\u,
L°$dL°$ dS>Ly$f A¨L$ A[°∞ V$p¨L$u b[pÏep° A° "`pfku hp°Ck' _p° A¨L$S>
b^y L$lu Ap`° R>°. `°gu ]°$X$L$ub°_ dpaL$ Myipgu \u d¢ bu ≈Z° `°V$
azgpÏey¨, L°$ L$p°d_p Aphp M|b M|b AN–e_p¨ A_° [°V$gpS> N¨cuf
rhje `f Ap k°hL$ b°]$fL$pf fl°S> _tl.

(Our March issue will be a combined one and will be published end-March)
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